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THE CURVE TOOL: !
There are multiple tools in Photoshop for adjusting density, contrast and color. However, none of them 
give you the control, and work in concert with each other, like the Curve tool. It is recommended that 
you use this tool for the majority of your image adjustments. 

 
Find the “Adjustments” window in the PS workspace. (If it’s not visible go to: Window > Adjustments.) 
Click on the curves adjustment layer icon (top row, third from left, it looks like a graph). The window will 
turn into the Curve Adjustment, and a new layer will automatically be created in the Layers window. !

  !
The horizontal axis of the graph represents the original brightness values of the pixels (input levels); the 
vertical axis represents the new brightness levels (output levels). In the default diagonal line, no pixels 
have been changed to new values so all pixels have the same input and output levels.  !
CONTROLLING DENSITY: !

  
             
 Lighter                         Darker !



Density is a term to describe how light or dark a picture is. Click on the center of the “curve” and use the 
arrow keys (on your keyboard) to make an adjustment. Move the curve up to lighten the image or down 
to make it darker. This changes the midtones of the file, with a gradual curve to shadows and highlights.  !
To change the highlights (the brightest parts of the image), click on the top of the curve and drag left to 
lighten or down to darken. To change the shadows (the darkest parts of the image) click in the bottom 
left and drag up to lighten or to the right to darken. You can check and uncheck the Preview box to see 
what the image looks like before and after the changes. !
CONTROLLING CONTRAST: !
Contrast is the difference between light and dark in an image. The greater the difference between the 
darks and lights, the greater the contrast. When an image is lower in contrast, we might call it “flatter.” !
When the curve is more vertical, the image will have more contrast. When the curve is more horizontal, 
the image will be lower in contrast, or flatter.  !
Sometimes photographers want to change the contrast of their files without “clipping” the highlight and 
shadow information. This is what is commonly referred to as an “S” curve. Leave the bottom and top of 
the curve in place, and place two points on the curve, each 1/4 of the way in from the two corners. !
To increase contrast, drag the upper point up to brighten the highlights and the lower point down to 
darken the shadows. To decrease contrast, drag the upper point down to darken the highlights and the 
lower point up to brighten the shadows. Don’t forget to check and uncheck the Preview box to see what 
the image looks like before and after the changes. !
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QUICK NOTE ABOUT PRINTING: !
What you see on the screen is not exactly what you will see in a print made from that file. The images 
are made of different things (light vs. ink), the monitors may not be well-calibrated to the printer, and 
computer monitors often show a wider range of colors and luminance values than a printer can create.  !!
THE INFO PALETTE: !
The Info Palette can help you predict how your image will translate into print. (If the info palette is not 
visible go to: Window > Info.) When you drag your curser over any area of your image, the info palette 
displays the color values for that area in three colors: Red, Green and Blue. (when you use the eye-
dropper tool, you can choose a sample size. 3x3 or 5x5 works well).  !
0 across all three colors is pure black. 255 across all three colors is pure white.  !
Note that 255, pure white, will indicate to the printer that no ink should be used. As a general rule, the 
Epson 4880 doesn’t start to put ink down until the highlight is closer to 245.  !



Mousing over what should be a neutral area of the picture may help you to determine color casting, by 
allowing you to see what color (R, G or B) is out of balance.  !
  

  !!
CONTROLLING COLOR BALANCE: !
To control color balance with curves, use the channel pull-down menu to choose the red, green or blue 
color channel. After determining what color is in excess, either by looking the print, or using the info tool 
as a guide, use the guide below to choose one of the three color channels in Curves. Drag the curve up 
or down to make color changes in the midtones, highlights or shadows. !

 	
!
If the image is too . . .      Do this . . .   !
Red ------------------------------------------------------------- Subtract Red 
Cyan ------------------------------------------------------------ Add Red 
Yellow ---------------------------------------------------------- Add Blue 
Blue ------------------------------------------------------------- Subtract Blue 
Magenta ------------------------------------------------------ Add Green 
Green ---------------------------------------------------------- Subtract Green !!
QUICK NOTE ABOUT LAYERS: !
Remember that when you are working with adjustment layers you can go back to an adjustment and 
make other changes, and you can throw your changes away without affecting the background layer. !
SAVE THIS AS A WORKING FILE: !
Once you start working on a file in Photoshop, save the file as a .tif, in a way that will allow you to return 
it with the adjustments in tact, and allow further adjustments based on what you’ve already done. I 
suggest that you save this file with the current file name, plus “_working” on the end. For example:  !
Soderholm_DepthOfField_0149_working.tif !
Remember to save your files often! 


